1. Introduction. We present here four theorems about matrices and associated vector spaces. When the matrices are chosen in a special way, the theorems reduce to known results in graph theory. This paper arose from a desire to generalize those graph theorems to the, general independence systems called matroids. Since every finite set of vectors (e.g., the columns of a matrix) is a matroid, and since many matroids can be represented in this way, we have been partly successful. Our theorems can also be looked at from other points of view. For instance, Theorems 1 and 2 may be interpreted in terms of dual linear codes.
We will first state our theorems, then state the graph theorems they include, then give proofs.
2. The theorems. To state our results concisely we need considerable notation. For easy reference we introduce this notation in a list:
9 is a field of characteristic p. M is an m x n matrix over S. R and 16 are the row and column spaces of M. X is the null space of M, i.e., the orthogonal complement of R. {e1, e2, , en} is the standard basis of 3?/. J={1, 2, . , n}. For KcJ, K=J-K. $Y9 is the collection of subsets of J indexing column sets of M which are bases of T6. Bo is a fixed set in X, B ranges over all of 3. Bo and B will often refer to the bases indexed as well as the index sets.
RBej, for j E B, is the unique vector E a1e, in R such that aj = 1, and ai = 0 for i,e B U { j}. (Uniqueness is well known and will be verified later.) For j E B, RBe, is defined to be 0, the zero vector of Sn. RB is the linear map from 9In to R such that RB(ej) = RBej for all j E J.
R is the matrix with rows RBoej. j E Bo.
NBe,, for J E B, is the unique vector E fBiei in .X such that 1,j = 1, and 13i = 0 for i/ B U {j}. Forj E B, NBej =0.
is the linear map with NB(ej) = NBej, j E J.
N is the matrix with rows NB0eJ, j E Bo. Xj, j E J, is an element in or variable over S.
XK =IK Xj for j E K c J.
X: gn _> in is the linear map with with X(ej) = Xjej. X is the matrix of the map X.
pt is the transpose of matrix P. IPI is the determinant of square matrix P. We do not order rows and columns, so some of our results involving determinants are correct only up to sign. Then we write = i rather than =.
M(A, K), where A is any basis of 16 and K c J, is the matrix whose columns give the coordinates relative to A of the column-vectors of M indexed by K.
[ RX NX We said that these theorems include the graph theorems to follow. Actually, two of the graph theorems have as their best-known forms a somewhat anomalous special case not included in the above. The above can be stated in even more generality to include these special cases, but the restatements require even more notation. In the process of proving the above we will in fact prove the further generalizations and point out how they cover the anomalous graph cases.
3. Graphs. Let graph G have m nodes and n edges. For convenience we assume G connected. If the edges are not already directed, direct them arbitrarily. Define M = [ai,] by ai, = 1 if edge j enters node i, -1 if edge j leaves node i, and 0 otherwise. If G was directed to begin with, the usual field is the rationals; otherwise the usual choice is {0, 1}. However, what follows is well known to be true for any i. X is just the space generated by the circuits of G, i.e., the cycle space. 2 is the space generated by the cut-sets; graph-theorists nowadays usually call this the cocycle space, but traditionally it was the space of coboundaries, with cocycles meaning something else. A set of columns of M is a basis of '6 if and only if it is indexed by a spanning tree, and for two such bases, which in this section we call TO, T instead of Bo, B, IM(T0, 7T) = ?1. Finally, NTej, j e T, is just what is known as the fundamental system of cycles for T, and RTe,,j E T, the fundamental system of cocycles. They are bases of X and 2, respectively. For graphs there is another way to get a basis of 2. For each vertex the edges incident to it form a cut-set, and the corresponding cocycles for all but any one vertex form a basis. Such a cocycle-basis is also called a fundamental system, a vertex-isolating system. THEOREM 1'. Let Tbe in the collection 27of spanning trees of graph G. Then RT is a projection onto the cocycle space, and X E, XTRT iS self-adjoint. Let 7 be the number of spanning trees mod p, the characteristic of the underlying field. If q $ 0, f'-EgRT is the orthogonal projection onto the cocycle space with the cycle space as its kernel. Similarly, NT projects onto the cycle space, X E, XrNT is self-adjoint, and if 1 $ 0, f-' Zg NT is the orthogonal projection onto the cycle space with the cocycle space as kernel.
Theorem 1' is due to Nerode and Shank [3] . They used the self-adjointness of X E, XtNT to give a short proof of the famous formula, first established by Kirchhoff [2] , for the currents in a resistive electrical network. In that context Xi is the resistance in wire j. THEOREM 2'. 7he cycle and cocycle spaces of G over a field of characteristic p have nontrivial intersection if and only if the number of spanning trees equals 0 mod p.
Theorem 2' is due to Shank (unpublished) but the special case p = 2 has been published independently by Shank [4] and Chen [1] . Actually, Chen's argument works in general, as we show below. THEOREM 3'. Let R (resp. N) have some fundamental system of cocycles (cycles) of G for its rows. Then IRXRtl=ZE.XT, INXNNI= ,XTr.
Theorem 3' is a general matrix-tree theorem appearing in Trent [5] , When X = I and p = 0, either determinant gives the number of spanning trees. When the rows of R are a vertex-isolating fundamental system, RR' is a principal minor of the degree-minus-adjacency matrix. This is the best-known case of the theorem, but also the case not covered by Theorem 3 as stated.
Nowadays Theorem 3' is often attributed to Kirchhoff, for it is claimed to be implicit in his paper. Kirchhoff set down a system of linear equations and showed, without using determinants, that the solutions could be written with common denominator ,jXt. This certainly suggests that the matrix of coefficients has determinant Z3XT, but this coefficient matrix is not any of those in Theorem 3'.
The following, which we have not seen stated in the literature, is more rightfully called Kirchhoff's matrix-tree theorem. 
NX
Specifically, Kirchhoff's matrix was of the form on the right, with R arising from a vertex-isolating fundamental system and N from some tree.
4. Proofs. Theorems 1-3 can all be proved by a few modifications in the proofs cited for Theorems 1'-3', but for clarity and completeness we give full arguments for all of Theorems 1-4. We present the proofs in several steps. The purpose of the first three steps is to cut the remaining work in half.
One more batch of notation: M* is any matrix with row space X and thus null space R. , then A -'1His the orthogonal projection onto R with kernelfV. By (e), IJJ-H is a projection, and by (j), it is self-adjoint. A projection is self-adjoint if and only if its kernel is the orthogonal complement of its image, and by definition X is the orthogonal complement of R.
We have now proved Theorem 1. Choosing Bo for A, (e), (j) and (k) give the first two sentences of that theorem. Applying (b) and (c), we get the last sentence. There were two reasons for restricting A to Bo originally. Because of (b) it was then unnecessary to introduce M* and related notation at the beginning. Of more mathematical interest, only when A E X13 is A a basis of the associated matroid.
Next we prove Theorem 3. It follows from (1) below in the same way that Theorem 1 followed from (e), (j), (k).
( , and temporarily let the entries in R' be independent variables over 9 rather than elements in i. Then surely q #0 and the theorem holds, providing a formula which holds by substitution whenever R' is made up of elements of i.. The special case of Theorem 3' follows from (1) . Recall that in this case R of the theorem (RI in (1)) comes from a vertex-isolating fundamental cocycle system. For graphs, [A: B] = ?1 when basis A comes from a tree and in this special case. Likewise (o) covers the special cases of Theorem 4', of which there are two: when the fundamental cocycle system of R is vertex-isolating, and when it comes from a different tree than the fundamental cycle system of N.
5. Remarks. We have an alternate proof of Theorem 2, omitted here, which uses the standard graph (and matroid) technique of induction over the number of edges with the aid of contractions and deletions. The statement of 2' does not involve matrices, and neither, in this graph case, does our alternate proof.
That Theorem 3' generalizes to arbitrary matrices with some coefficients for the x's has surely been evident to anyone who has studied the proof. What may be new in our Theorem 3 is the specific description of these coefficients and the fact that they are the same for JR X RWj and IN X N'l.
Finally, determining the number of bases in 0Y is a problem of interest to matroid theorists. Consequently Theorems 3 and 4 are most interesting when p = 0, X = 1, and [Bo: B] = 1 for all B E $. The class of matrices M for which the last condition holds in just the well-known unimodular matrices (equivalently, regular matroids). In theory we may determine the number of bases for any M by making each Xi a different variable, computing JR X R'J, and counting the number of distinct products XB which occur, ignoring their coefficients. However, evaluating determinants containing variables is, to put it mildly, time-consuming. If p = 2, Shank has shown [4, Lemma 5] that to find all the distinct XB it suffices to compute the product of the diagonal entries, but it is very doubtful any such result holds for other p.
